
 The substitute shapes for 
the main objects and 
characters in the story 

 Some non-suitable 
substitute shapes (optional 
– see notes)

 ‘The Enormous Turnip’ 
storybook from SG23

 Episode Pictures 1 and 8 
from SG24

 A few favourite teddies 
and/or dolls

 A small tray

15–20 minutes

THE ENORMOUS TURNIP – Symbol Theatre

What can this substitute shape be? 

Show your child the two episode pictures: Grandpa plants the turnip seed (Episode 1) and where they all manage 
to pull up the Enormous Turnip (Episode 8). Then show your child the small yellow circle (the turnip seed) and 
the big yellow circle (the enormous turnip). Talk about which circle is best for the seed, and which for the fully 
grown turnip. 

Establish and ground the analogy between the objects and their substitute shapes, emphasising the relationship 
between the size of the substitute shape and the object which it represents (small circle, small seed; big circle, 
enormous turnip).

Who can this substitute shape be? 

Before starting, decide if you think your child is ready for the additional challenge of choosing the most 
appropriate substitute shapes from a wider variety offered. If so, mix the blue and orange shapes in with the red 
strips. If not, leave the blue and orange shapes out and only focus on supporting your child in choosing the 
correct red strip as described below (skip the next paragraph).

Review who the main characters are in the story, discussing their relative size. Put out the red, blue and orange 
substitute shapes all mixed up and talk about which ones would be most suitable to represent the characters in 
the story. If necessary guide your child, via questioning, to use size as the most important criteria in selecting the 
substitute shapes. Agree that the blue and orange shapes are unsuitable because there aren’t enough of them for 
all the characters and mixing up shapes wouldn't show the difference in the characters’ sizes clearly.

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can choose a strip of the correct size to represent each character.
Your child can make a row of substitute shapes, using size as the organising feature.
Your child can show the correct substitute shape when characters or objects are mentioned.
Your child can move the substitute shapes appropriately to illustrate the actions of the characters.

To extend comprehension by developing the ability to focus on each part of the story
To develop the ability to use substitute shapes to represent aspects of the story
To develop the ability to use an external mediator (a substitute shape and/or kinaesthetic 
procedure) to support a mental event (the ability to hold in mind the characters and events of a story)
To develop the ability to choose substitute shapes by attending to a specific feature (relative size)
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Then ask your child to choose from the red strips the right one for each of the characters in the story. If necessary, show them the longest red strip 
and ask: Who can this strip be? (Grandpa). Then show the longest strip of those that are left, pointing out that this is the longest strip of those that are 
left and ask: Who can this strip be? (Grandma). Continue until you have a row of substitute shapes out in front of you representing all the characters in 
the order in which they appear in the story, ‘reading’ from left to right. Establish and ground the analogy between the characters and their substitute 
shapes; Grandpa is the biggest, Grandma the biggest of those that are left and so on.

Creating a ‘Seriation Model’ of the Story:

A Seriation Model is a model of a story that uses a given feature as a way of organising the substitute shapes to form a sequence. In this case, the 
given feature is relative size, from biggest to smallest, reading from left to right.

Give your child their set of substitute shapes: the seven red strips of different lengths, the big yellow circle and the small yellow circle. Say: Let’s put 
the shapes into a sequence, starting with the biggest. Can you put the big yellow circle on the left? Point to the left side. Now can you find the longest 
strip and place it vertically to the right of the big yellow circle? Point to guide them as necessary. Can you find the longest of the strips that are left 
and place it to the right of the strip they have just placed? Continue like this until all the strips are lined up in order of size. Have them finish off the 
sequence with the small yellow circle. Keep it out for the next activity.

Symbol Theatre – Modelling Using Kinaesthetic Procedures: 

Tell your child that they are going to bring the story of ‘The Enormous Turnip’ to life using the sequence that they have just created, for the audience 
of their teddies/dolls (and other family members if possible). Explain: I will tell the story. Whenever I mention the small turnip seed, you need to hold 
up the small yellow circle, then put it on your tray; when the seed grows into the enormous turnip, the big yellow circle goes onto the tray; when I 
mention Grandpa, the longest red strip; Grandma the longest of those that are left; Peter the longest of those that are left; Masha, the longest of those 
that are left; then the Dog, the Cat and finally, completing the row, Mouse. Are you ready?

Tell the story, encouraging your child to hold up the relevant substitute shapes and put them onto their trays as the story unfolds. Remember to 
speak slowly to give them time to react to each scene! If necessary, prompt them to consider the size of the strip they need for each character. You 
can demonstrate the correct responses by choosing the shapes yourself, musing aloud about your choices as you do so and encouraging your child to 
copy you. Gradually decrease the amount of support you offer until they are able to select the correct substitutes independently.

Encourage your child to join in with repeated refrains and the parts of the story that they already know. Have the audience express their delight at 
the end and shout, ‘Again! Again!’

Tell the story again. This time encourage your child to move the substitute shapes in a way that illustrates the actions of the characters.
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Cut out each substitute shape separately – exactly around the edges leaving no white showing. 
Every child you are doing this session with will need their own set of substitute shapes for the ‘ Symbol Theatre’ part of the session, so you will need to print 
and cut out more copies accordingly. 
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and cut out more copies accordingly. 
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Cut out each substitute shape separately – exactly around the edges leaving no white showing. 

These shapes are included so that you can give your child the additional challenge of choosing the most appropriate shapes for the characters from a 
wider selection.  
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